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Lessons:  Reconciling Science and the Bible
1. 7 days of creation

2. In the Beginning  (the Big Bang)

3. Did dinosaurs really exist?  How old is the Earth?

4. The Existence of God:  The Ontological Argument

5. The Existence of God:  The Anthropological Argument

6. The Existence of God:  The Argument from Logic

7. The Existence of God:  The Argument from Intelligent Design

8. What is truth?  Is the Bible true and can you trust it?

9. Was Jesus a REAL person?

10. Why does God allow evil to exist?

11. Is there life after death?

12. Is God multidimensional?

13. Living an intentional life!
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Lesson 5:  Proofs – Anthropological Argument



What does God Look Like?
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What does God Look Like?
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The Anthro in Anthropology
• Anthropos… Human Beings

• The Argument from Anthropology means looking at the human being 
and determine from that whether or not God exists

• What is a Human Being?

Soul
Consciousness
Rational
Self-aware

Spirit
To be free
To Love
To be loved
To be Moral
Significance

Body
Physical Being

The Essence of Humanity
Self Consciousness
Rationality
Love
Morality
Meaning



Is Our Universe Compatible or 
Congruent with our Needs?

Hungry Food

Water

Sex

Thirsty

Sex Drive

Needs
Cosmic
Provisions



Why Would…

• We hunger

• We thirst

• We are sexual beings

• We want to be rational

• We want to love

• We want to be loved

• We want to be moral

• We want justice

• We want mercy

• We want purpose

• We want significance

• We desire to know

Unless our Cosmic 
Environment 
provides an 
answer for all 
these wants and 
desires?

We would be most 
miserable if we 
had an innate 
desire that was 
not filled.



Why Would…

• We hunger

• We thirst

• We are sexual

• We want to be rational

• We want to love

• We want to be loved

• We want to be moral

• We want justice

• We want mercy

• We want purpose

• We want significance

• We desire to know

Everything that is 
essential to us is 
utterly out of place
in the universe!

Brute nature itself 
could not evolve 
something so out of 
sync with itself.

How did this occur?

Unless our Cosmic 
Environment 
provides an 
answer for all 
these wants and 
desires?

We would be most 
miserable if we 
had an innate 
desire that was 
not filled.



Humans Want Rationality

• Humans believe that 
reason should be 
rational

• Reasoning gets us 
closer to “truth”

• But nature is irrational

• There is no over-
arching mind to it

• There is nothing 
rational about it at all

• Why would we have 
rationality if it were 
by some absurd 
accident?

• Why would we 
evolve to be rational 
if nature has no 
rationality about it?

• Humans are the only 
animals in the 
universe with 
rationality.  Where 
did our rationality 
come from?



Humans Want To Love and Be Loved

• Humans believe that 
love is a reality

• That it is the only 
ideal worth living and 
dying for

• But nature is an 
indifferent, loveless, 
brute process of 
colliding chemicals

• Reacting hormones 
cannot explain it at all 

• Why would we have 
the desire to love or 
the desire to be 
loved if our ideals 
were reduced to 
reacting hormones?

• Where did our 
innate desire to love 
and be loved come 
from?



Humans Want To Live a Life of Purpose

• Humans believe that 
our we are here on 
earth to fulfill some 
purpose

• We hunger for 
meaning and purpose 
and strive to find it in 
everything we do

• But if our cosmos is 
ultimately indifferent 
and purposeless…

• It matters not to the 
universe IF we exist or 
ever have existed

• Why would we have 
the desire to find 
purposefulness if 
the universe is 
indifferent and 
purposeless?

• Or, is everything  
meaningless, “all we 
are is dust in the 
wind”



Humans Want to Live a Moral Life

• Humans believe that 
we should be moral 
creatures

• Treat people as you’d 
want to be treated

• Do not kill another 
human

• Do not steal or cheat

• Be fair

• But there is no 
morality in nature!  
Bad things happen in 
nature without 
respect to the impact 
or the person.

• Certainly, “Mother 
Nature” is not known 
for her capacity for 
love given floods, 
hurricanes, fires, 
tornadoes, and 
lightning strikes.

• Why would we have 
the desire to live 
moral lives if it is not 
provided for us in 
nature?

• Nature is decidedly 
amoral

• How did we get our 
desire for morality?  
The belief that 
murder and theft 
and lying is wrong?



Without…

a personal God, and 
simply being left to the 
forces of nature to 
shape and guide us, 
there would be none 
of these things in the 
world…

• Rationality

• Morality

• Desire to love

• Desire to be loved

• Selfless and kind acts

• Purposefulness

• Justice

• Mercy

• Personal significance

• Desire for knowledge

There 
would 
be no 

meaning 
to life!



Blaise Pascal

What else does this craving and this helplessness                              
proclaim but that there was once in man a true                                  
happiness, of which all that now remains is the empty print and trace? 
This he tries in vain to fill with everything around him, seeking in things 
that are not there the help he cannot find in those that are, though 
none can help, since this infinite abyss can be filled only with an infinite 
and immutable object; in other words by God himself.  

Blaise Pascal, Pensées VII, 1669, p. 425

An Anthropological Argument
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C. S. Lewis

• Reflecting upon Blaise Pascal’s 
argument regarding man’s desire for 
God, C S Lewis called it…

• “A God-Shaped hole that nothing 
else will fill”

• It is the beautiful emptiness inside all 
of us that make us realize how frail 
and how much a part of mankind we 
really are

An Anthropological Argument
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The Anthropic Argument

• This is another anthropological argument but it comes to us in a 
different way

• Simply look at the Earth and see how it has been “built” for life on 
earth, life of all kinds

• In our limited research, we have not found evidence of any other life 
on any other planet or heavenly body…perhaps that will come

• But, simply having life on Earth is a marvel and a wonder

• Look at what it takes to have our Earth environment functioning as it 
does

• It is completely “tailored” for life on Earth

• Could all this have happened by chance?



Universal “Constants” in Place on Earth

• If any of the following are changed just a fraction, it would be disastrous 

Name Symbol Value

acceleration due to gravity G 9.8 m s-2

atomic mass unit amu, mu or u 1.66 x10-27 kg

Avogadro's Number N 6.022 x 1023 mol-1

Bohr radius a0 0.529 x 10-10 m

Boltzmann constant k 1.38 x 10-23 J K-1

electron charge to mass ratio -e/me -1.7588 x 1011 C kg-1

electron classical radius re 2.818 x 10-15 m

electron mass energy (J) mec
2 8.187 x 10-14 J

electron mass energy (MeV) mec
2 0.511 MeV

electron rest mass me 9.109 x 10-31 kg

Faraday constant F 9.649 x 104 C mol-1

fine-structure constant α 7.297 x 10-3

gas constant R 8.314 J mol-1 K-1

speed of light in vacuum C 2.9979 x 108 m/s



Universal “Constants” in Place on Earth

Name Symbol Value

gravitational constant G 6.67 x 10-11 Nm2kg-2

neutron mass energy (J) mnc
2 1.505 x 10-10 J

neutron mass energy (MeV) mnc
2 939.565 MeV

neutron rest mass mn 1.675 x 10-27 kg

neutron-electron mass ratio mn/me 1838.68

neutron-proton mass ratio mn/mp 1.0014

permeability of a vacuum μ0 4π x 10-7 N A-2

permittivity of a vacuum ε0 8.854 x 10-12 F m-1

Planck constant h 6.626 x 10-34 J s

proton mass energy (J) mpc
2 1.503 x 10-10 J

proton mass energy (MeV) mpc
2 938.272 MeV

proton rest mass mp 1.6726 x 10-27 kg

proton-electron mass ratio mp/me 1836.15

Rydberg constant r∞ 1.0974 x 107 m-1

• If any of the following are changed just a fraction, it would be disastrous 



Some Truths about These Constants

• Oxygen Level: On earth, oxygen makes up about 1/3 
of the air (21%).  If the oxygen level were to increase 
to 25%, there would be spontaneous fires erupting 
everywhere because of the volatility of the gas.  If it 
were reduced to 15%, we would suffocate.

• Light Radiation: Because of the presence of oxygen 
in its fixed level, our atmosphere is just right for 
allowing the right amount of light radiation in from 
the sun.  If it were less, we would receive less solar 
radiation and our planet would freeze.  If it were 
more, we would receive too much radiation causing 
all manner of problems for crops and animals and 
humans. 
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Some Truths About these Constants
• Position of the Earth in the Milky Way Galaxy:

Our planet is on the edge of our galaxy in a spot 
that is remarkably clear of the fog of space (the 
Goldilocks area which is “just right”!)  As a result 
of that and the transparency we have because of 
the ratio of oxygen to other gasses in our air, we 
are able to look up into space at night and see 
stars.  Most other planets and moons in our 
galaxy are not quite as fortunate.  God placed us 
here for a purpose…to look into the night sky 
and wonder about our marvelous planet.

You are here on Earth in
“The Goldilocks area”

The Milky Way



Some Truths about These Constants
• Carbon Dioxide (Co2) Level: Oxygen, is one of the 

lesser elements in the mix of gas we call air!  Nitrogen is 
the largest component at 78%.  Oxygen is next at 21% 
followed by Argon at 1% with trace amounts of Carbon 
Dioxide or CO2 (less than 1%). 

• The interesting thing about CO2 is that it has about the 
same amount of molecules when it exists in air as it 
does when it exists in liquids, such as water.  When you 
exhale, you emit CO2.  When things die and decay in the 
earth’s soil, they emit CO2.  This CO2 is easily taken in by 
living objects because of its permeable qualities.  We 
can easily incorporate CO2 as it is easily exchanged 
between the environment and our cells.

https://image.shutterstock.com/image-illustration/co2-symbol-cloud-backgroundclimate-
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Some Truths about These Constants
The Moon: The moon stays within earth’s perimeter because it 
cannot escape the earth’s gravitational pull.  At the same time, 
though, the moon is exerting gravitational force on the elements in 
the earth, primarily the liquids on the earth’s surface.  

If it were not for the moon, the levels of water at any point in the 
Earth would mostly be stable and unmoving.  Yet, as the moon spins 
around the earth, it pulls the waters creating tides which help keep 
the water agitated and helps it not get stale.  The tides are necessary 
for life and without the moon, we would have no tides.  

The current thought is the moon was created by a cataclysmic event 
in which another celestial body struck the earth at some point, 
creating massive heat that actually melted the earth a bit and 
completely melted the invading body.  This had two effects…it tilted 
the earth to 21% and in the process part of the molten material was 
flung into space where it cooled into the spherical shape we know as 
the moon.  Thankfully, the moon has been doing its gravitational 
magic since it was created.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e1/FullMoon2010.jpg



Some Truths about These Constants

Gravity: If gravitational force were adjusted by just a miniscule 
decillionth (a fraction smaller than a billion trillion trillionths, or 33 
zeros) 0.000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,01%   
our sun would not exist!  And, neither would we.  Gravity, while one 
of the weakest of the 4 universal forces, is one that has more effect 
on cosmological things than the others simply because it works on 
large things at great distances.

Centrifugal Force: If the spinning of the earth did not happen and we 
did not have centrifugal force we would fly off the planet into space.  
In fact, the centrifugal force created by the orbit of the earth around 
the sun and the spinning effect of the earth as it rotates exactly 
balances the amount of force exhibited upon us by the sun, the 
earth, and the moon.  If this balance were one day interrupted, either 
gravity fluctuates or the earth slows or stops spinning, we would have 
a hard time staying put and would not be firmly fixed to the earth’s 
surface!

https://www.mybaba.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/gravity.jpg
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Some Truths about These Constants
The speed of light: Most of the other constants we have which 
relate to this topic are influenced by or incorporate the speed of 
light as a constant.   Distance, a meter for example, is now 
measured in the exact amount of distance a ray of light can travel 
over some small increment of time.  If light speed were to fluctuate 
even one tiny bit over its constant speed (299,792,458 meters per 
second) then everything we know it as it exists would be affected 
and the existence of life on earth would be precluded.

Water vapor: Water, or H2O, has a unique quality in that it can shift 
form from a solid, to a liquid, to a vapor or to a gas very easily by 
the addition of heat.  We know that there are certain levels of water 
vapor in our atmosphere and refer to this as humidity.  If the vapor 
levels of water in our atmosphere were to increase, it would cause a 
runaway greenhouse effect and temperatures would rise to 
dangerous levels in which we humans would not exist.  If the water 
vapor were slightly less, an ineffective greenhouse level would exist 
making it too cold for human existence.

It takes the 
Sun’s  light
8 mins 20 secs
to reach Earth
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Some Truths about These Constants
The Alignment and Distance of the Planets: Jupiter is by far the largest 
planet.  It is 300 times the mass of the earth.  It also is about 1,300 
times the volume of earth.  It has a surface area that is over 120 times 
the surface area of the earth. While the earth rotates at 24 hours (a 
period we call a day), Jupiter rotates in about 9 hours.  So, for every day 
on earth, there are almost three days on Jupiter.  Jupiter is referred to 
as the galaxy’s vacuum cleaner.  As stray cosmological debris (comets, 
meteoroids, asteroids, etc.) enter our solar system, the big giant’s 
gravitational pull has considerable influence on their trajectory and 
actually pulls them toward it, thereby clearing the path for the other 
planets and causing fewer strikes on earth.  If it were not for Jupiter and 
its placement among the other planets circling the sun, we would have 
many more meteoroid strikes than we do.

The Thickness of the Earth’s Crust: Earth is a sphere approximately 
8,000 miles in diameter.  Inside our planet is a hot ball of molten 
material.  Temperatures at the center of the earth are 12,600 degrees F.  
The earth’s crust, which surrounds the molten insides, is roughly 3 to 45 
miles in thickness.  If it were thinner, there would be more earthquakes 
because of the instability of the crust.  If it were thicker, there would be 
considerably more volcanic eruptions which would release more oxygen 
into the atmosphere making life on earth impossible. 

Earth

Jupiter

Mars

Venus
Mercury

Uranus
Neptune

SaturnOur 
Vacuum
Cleaner!
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Some Truths about These Constants

• The Earth’s Rotation: If the earth rotated a bit more slowly than 
it does today (24 hours), the night and day periods would be 
longer and the temperature differences between day and night 
would be too great to sustain life.  If the rotation were shorter 
than 24 hours, atmospheric wind velocities would be too great.

• The Earth’s Tilt: The earth is tilted at just the right angle (23.50

off-center).  If its tilt were less, the sun would beat mercilessly on 
it during the day time causing extreme surface temperatures.  At 
night, the temperatures would plummet, making plant life 
virtually impossible.  The Earth’s tilt is just right in order for all 
areas of the earth to have seasons of hot and cold.

• Lightning Strikes: Believe it or not, the strike of lightning on the 
earth’s surface is one of the primary ways that nitrogen is placed 
in the earth’s soil.  If the strikes were greater than they are, too 
much nitrogen would be created and also the fires from lightning 
strikes would be too great.  Too few strikes, and the soil would 
cease to contain much nitrogen.

http://scienceblogs.com/startswithabang/files/2010/06/axial-tilt.jpg
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Some Truths about These Constants
Four Principal Forces: There are four principle forces that interact and 
impact all matter.  The ratios between these four are very specific.  The 
Strong Force (protons and neutrons in the atom) is very strong, but the 
distance over which it acts is miniscule.  The Electromagnetic Force
(electrons) can be fairly strong, but only affects material that is capable 
of reacting to electric charge.  The Gravitational Force (gravity) is fairly 
weak, but is effective over very large distances like planets. The Weak 
Force (radioactive decay of subatomic particles) is the weakest force and 
has a very short distance.  

If the ratio of any of these (strong force was stronger or more effective at 
longer distances, for example), life on earth would not exist.

• If the Strong Force were 1% greater, all carbon would burn up into oxygen.  At 
2% greater, no atoms would be formed at all.  If the Strong Force were 5% less, 
the only material in the earth would be hydrogen.

• If the strength of the Strong Force were 0.8 to 1.2 % less, no elements of atomic 
weight greater than 4 would be found, only Hydrogen and Helium.

• If the Weak Force were stronger, the Big Bang’s heat would have produced iron 
instead of helium and no stars would have formed.  If it were weaker, the only 
element in the universe would be Helium.

• If gravity were just a tad greater, all stars would be Red Dwarfs, too cold to 
support life on circling planets; if it were a little weaker, all stars would be Blue 
Giants which burn up too fast to sustain life.

Electromagnetic

Weak (radioactive decay)
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Some Truths about These Constants
• Subatomic Considerations: If the difference in mass 

between protons and neutrons in the atom’s nucleus were 
not exactly what it is, all protons would decay into neutrons 
and electrons would fly off.  If the Neutron mass failed to 
exceed the Proton mass as it does, the atom would collapse.

• The Big Bang: Even events surrounding the Big Bang 
seemed destined to produce life on Earth

‒ Stephen Hawking notes that at 10-43 seconds following the Big 
Bang, the universe was inflating and expanding at an unimaginable 
pace.  If the universe when it was at 1010 degrees following the Big 
Bang, even a decrease of one in one million-millionth would have 
resulted in the universe re-collapsing long ago.  A similar increase 
would have caused the universe to expand too fast for galaxies to 
form. 

‒ Certain initial conditions had to be met to allow galaxies to form.  If 
the Initial Homogeneity ratio were > 10-2 we’d have black holes 
rather than stars; if the ratio were < 10-5, stars would have failed to 
clump together into galaxies
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EscapeEscape
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The Big Bang
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Steven Hawking (1942-2018)

• "The laws of science, as we know them at present, contain many 
fundamental numbers, like the size of the electric charge of the 
electron and the ratio of the masses of the proton and the electron. 
... The remarkable fact is that the values of these numbers seem to 
have been very finely adjusted to make possible the development of 
life on Earth.”  

http://www.finestraperta.it/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Hawking2.png
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